
Worlds Plot 451 

Chapter 451 - 9.70 Second Blue Star - Escape For Their Lives. 

Blocking the way for the Shen Ling and Xie Ye, Xue Hua and his husband, Xie Mo stood in the way of the 

Dragon Breath. The stunned expression of Xie Yi and Shen Ling was the complete opposite of the 

nonchalant expression on the Ghost King and his Lord Consort. What is surprising is that Long Yi himself 

was astonished as he didn't even notice the arrival of these two. Plus that bright glowing golden aura 

from Xue Hua. He almost closed his mouth and swallowed his own fire breath which would definitely 

burn his throat. 

The Ghost King glanced at Long Yi with disdain within his obsidian eyes, he snorted as he showed his 

attitude of looking down on him. 

"Tsk! Just a mere lizard. What the hell could it do to this Lord? Hmp!" said Xie Mo as he just waved his 

hand once and the incoming dragon breath extinguished in thin air and without everyone understanding 

what just happened. "Playing with fire in front of this Lord. You are brainless," a tiny black flame 

appeared on top of his palm and fling it away towards the Dragon. 

The moment Xie Yi, Long Yi, and the hidden Gui Se saw the black flame they all felt extremely terrified. 

Xie Yi trembled as he hugged his wife, "H-Hell... Hell Flames!!!" 

"FUCK!" For the first time in his life, this Dragon Heir lost his elegance and composure. He didn't even 

think twice as he tried to fly away in his dragon form even forcefully destroying the boundary Shen Ling 

had made. 

Everyone watched as the Golden Dragon and a wisped black figure flew away to escape as well. Hell 

Flames is the hottest fire that could have existed. Except for the Eternal Ice, nothing could contend 

against it. A bit distant from the bridge they heard the tormenting cries of the dragon until it fades no 

one knew whether that Dragon is still alive or not. It unmorphed from its dragon form to its human 

form. The black flames scorched his back and thawed his wings. 

GROOOAARRR~ 

Gui Se who was fearful of the black flames panicked in its presence. 

Aaagggghhhh~~~ 

"Damn! It's a real hell flame!!!" exclaimed Gui. 

Amid his pain, Long Yi looked at his friend and said, "Ahhh! D-Do something!? T-This thing had melted 

my wings... I can... No longer flying! Do something! It's melting my spine now… ARRGHH!!" 

He screamed in despair. He is a proud dragon who rules both the land and the sky but now that he lost 

his wings he is no different from a real lizard except for his size. He could only howl in pain, grief, and 

misery. He couldn't believe this kind of flame is under the control of the Ghost King. 

Gui Se was still panicking as he remembered the Ghost prison he had with him in the shape of a purple 

gourd. It is a special item from the Underworld, it could help in immediately transferring criminal Gods 

and Deities instantly. Once he opened the cap, a sucking force could be felt coming from it. 



"I'll transfer the flame to the Underworld. Don't get suck in yourself!" 

SWOOSH! CLUG~ 

AAAAGGHHHHH!!! 

The sound of swallowing and Long Yi's cries synchronized. Until the small black flame on the Dragon 

King's back had been completely sucked inside the gourd. As soon as the gourd had transferred the Hell 

flame to the Underworld the gourd itself had melted in Gui Se's hand. He was speechless seeing this 

Sacred Artifact dissolved like that. 

Plus that gory figure of Long Yi's back is a sight to behold. The skin on his back even his scales turned to 

ashes. His wing bone is half melted and some mushy thing was hanging in the tip of it. It was a remnant 

of the melted flesh of his former wings. His spine is burned and a nice scent of a roasted dragon can be 

smelled in the area. 

Gui Se and Long Yi had escaped from someone in the far midland to the south. They went outside the 

city hiding in some secluded mountains. After the tremendous pain of being burned, Long Yi couldn't 

help but tremble with the effects of the hell flames. What's worse, these burns cannot be healed with qi. 

Even though he ate some flesh regenerative pills the burning sensation on his back never goes away he 

could only bear it with his face bloodless. 

Long Yi grumbled, "Why? I healed the burn. How come the pain is left behind!?" 

"This... Hell Flames is a well-known strongest flame that ever existed. It doesn't go out and will continue 

burning until the end of its target. Nothing could blow out these flames and there is only one existence 

that could extinguish it, Eternal Ice. The coldest and unmelting Ice in the whole realm. Plus the special 

effect of Hele Flames is a sensation of burning even if the flesh is healed the pain remains that is unless 

you found an Eternal Ice Pills to cure it. It will last forever," said Gui Se. 

Long Yi's face paled in pain and shock. He couldn't believe what was happening to him and on this 

journey. He was just uprooting a few future troubles and the Ghost King suddenly appeared before him. 

Plus didn't he just stare at his Consort for a few seconds? 

His body shook in immense anger, "He almost burned me to death! Just because I took a glance at his 

Consort! Agh~" yelled Long Yi with a tone of complaints. 

Gui Se was stunned for a moment and asked, "You saw his Consort? Is it the golden soul?" 

"Yes. He is the golden soul possessor," replied Long Yi, only because Gui Se had helped him remove the 

black flames on his back. "I saw him standing behind the Ghost King. His features are quite refined. Silver 

hair and golden irises. He doesn't look human, it must be because of his soul being golden with merits." 

"If he is indeed the Consort of the Ghost King we cannot do this alone. We must return to the Upper 

Realm and inform our family elders," said Gui Se. 

Long Yi with an ugly expression on his face had no other choice than to nod his head. With his wings 

gone, staying here to fight that deviant is just asking for death. Only then does he notice that the stupid 

tiger is gone. 

"Bai Yu wasn't with you? Wait your Gui, Is Se'er with him? Where did he go?" asked Long Yi. 



Gui replied, "They went to the South where Feng Houye's soul can be felt but now... I don't feel Feng 

Houye and even Bai Yu's soul presence, did something happen to them?" 

As soon as he finished saying those words Se'er miserable state with a missing right arm and fading soul 

appeared before them. 

"Agh! Guigui run! Run back home! There is something evil in this realm that could devour souls. He must 

be the Ghost King!!?" exclaimed Se'er. 

"Impossible!?" retorted the two. 

Gui Se and Long Yi were dumbfounded by what they heard. They met the ghost king themselves and 

those Demigods called him Ghost King. There is no way they saw the wrong person. But Se'er doesn't 

look like she is lying to herself. Moreover, her current state is as she said. Half of her soul was eaten 

away. 

Se'er is weakening and has to return to her original vessel. She entered Gui Se to heal herself and Gui Se 

had suffered a few shocks in his soul when it merged. He puked a mouthful of blood due to the internal 

injuries his female person had suffered too. 

Se'er reminded them once again. "We need to leave. Return to the Upper Realm this instant! If what you 

said is real then that means this mortal realm had to Overlord existence. Feng Houye and that stupid 

tiger had been eaten by that Evil being I've met. If he really choose to capture us we could no longer 

return ba~" 

"Okay. Let's return for now and report. Gui, the token and Teleportation Talisman," said Long Yi. 

Gui Se spoke to his other persona as he prepared the things to return to the Upper Realm. 

"Se'er rest. Leave the rest to me," said Gui as he activated the teleportation talisman. 

While activating the talisman they felt that their surroundings suddenly turned dark. Both the sky and 

land suddenly slowly turn black and the talisman in Gui Se's hand turns to ashes in just a few seconds. 

The two who had been gods for years knew this situation too well. A God is spreading his domain once 

the two of them got caught, they wouldn't be able to leave anymore. 

Gui Se's eyes widened in shock, "Flew towards the gate of Upper Realms. This must be the Evil God Se'er 

is talking about!" 

The two float on air as they run towards the highest peak of the heaven of the Mortal World. Though it 

was convenient to use Teleportation Talisman instead of flying, those who had no luxury of such things 

could only fly. Long Yi, a dragon who lost his wings, was a bit unused to flying using just his qi. His flying 

was a bit slower compared to Gui Se. 

"Fly faster! If we got caught by that shadow we can only die! This is a God state born in the mortal realm 

that is stronger than us with restricted cultivation!" screamed Gui Se. 

While gritting his teeth in anger and this feeling of weakness he is feeling made him depressed. This is 

the first time in his life that he felt weakness that he couldn't even deny himself. They flew at their top 

speed but shadow chasing on their back is still coming after them. When the two of them saw it, they 

couldn't help but curse out. 



AAHH! FUCKING SHIT!!! 

An expression of delight finally appeared on their faces when they saw the silver gates of the Upper 

Realm. Gui Se showed the token in his possession and the gates responded to it. The Gates slowly open 

under their hurrying murmurs. 

"Faster... Open faster!!!" said Gui Se. 

The two were about to cross the gates when Long Yi suddenly held something cold and held his arms. A 

deep yet sensual voice can be heard behind his ears. It was unnatural and he was unfamiliar with that 

voice but it gave him an eerie feeling that made him realize that the voice is somewhat similar to that of 

the Ghost King. 

Xia Jieye whispered, "It was you right? The lizard that covets this Deity's wife..." 

Trembles~ 

It was Xia Jieye, the God of Void. His and Ye Xiajie's thoughts are one. Whatever Ye Xiajie saw, felt, 

heard, tasted, or touched. Xia Jieye could also sense it. So when Ye Xiajie saw the excitement and 

desires in Long Yi's eyes when he spotted their wife behind the Ghost King, they knew that this stupid 

lizard was coveting their Jing'er. In his anger, the God of Void immediately comes after without any 

intentions of killing. He wanted them to feel the pressure of looming death and fear of losing their lives 

but when Xia Jieye saw Long Yi his anger flared and was almost unconsciously grabbed by the bastard. 

"W-Who are you!? Why do you look so much like the ghost king!?" asked Long Yi. "No. No. No, I don't... 

Don't want to die." 

Long Yi was shaking in immense fright and erratic heartbeats. He glanced behind and saw similar 

features of that of the ghost king. The only difference is those crimson eyes. 

An evil smirk appeared in the corner of those thin lips, "Don't be afraid. This deity wouldn't kill you. A 

bait is only useful when alive~" said Xia Jieye. 

He suddenly grabbed both of Long Yi's hands and pulled them from behind. He ripped both of his arms 

without any hesitation as he dug out his eyes before kicking him in the direction of the opened gates. 

Even Gui Se wasn't spared as his left arm and right leg were eaten by the shadows that caught up with 

him. 

AAAAHHH!!! 

Se'er in his mind keeps shouting, 'Don't freeze. This man is extremely dangerous. Just run!!!' 

Gui's thoughts, 'Ha? What?' 

"I've already eaten a quarter of your soul. Now I ate one of your arms and legs. The after-taste of the 

underworld is truly sweet. But you shouldn't have transferred the Hell flames in that flames. Now that 

land is no more." said Xie Jieye to Gui Se. 

'No more? What did he mean?' 

AARRRGHHH!!! 



Gui Se who was caught off guard was kicked from his butt before the gates completely closed. Beyond 

the closed gates, Gui Se saw Xie Jieye's figure. Wearing a pure black robe standing elegantly before them 

with an evil smirk on his lip and his crimson eyes full of mirth, Gui Se realized who this man is. 

"Another Deviant? A Yaoguai!!!" mumbled Gui Se. 

Chapter 456 - 0.04 - [Extra] Spending Christmas And New Year Together (5) 

Fifth World: Meizhou x Xuebao, Xiong x Tuzi x Lang, Shizi x Sheya 

Beast World. 

It's been a few years since Xuebao and Meizhou had moved the tribe to a new location. Few small tribes 

had merged with them as well. The new land they had found from themselves is enough to be unmoved 

by natural phenomena like avalanches and earthquakes. With everyone witnessing their prowess from 

the last trial of Gods, everyone had revered them as Messenger of the Beast God after everyone had 

witnessed their Mateship Ceremony being personally bestowed by the Beast God. 

Under the lead of Xuebao and Meizhou plus with the help of Tuzi from the modern world, they slowly 

converted the prehistoric era to the semi-modern era. They no longer just live in caves. Once cement 

and other carpentry materials were discovered, Everyone from the tribe of Xuebao started making 

buildings and houses for everyone. 

Xuebao transformed an era with his ideas. Meizhou led the warriors to create platoons and barracks and 

trained the warriors as loyal soldiers with abilities to hunt, protect and survive in any circumstance. 

Their main goal is to protect their tribe. Lang worked as his right-hand man for this even though other 

warriors like Laohu joined them and became a few of the warriors with the title of Majors or 

Lieutenants. 

Tuzi on the other hand was tasked to increase the livelihood of their tribe. Farming, fishing, cooking, 

sewing, and any household affairs were under his command. He also helps with diplomacy with the 

other tribes and introduces trade and money to them. Because of this, he was called the God of Wealth. 

Meanwhile, Xiong was tasked to gather people who will learn with the Tribe's elders' knowledge. His 

role is to spread knowledge about writing and reading. He became the first teacher in this era. Xuebao 

proposed the idea of schools to him. The levels of education were also divided under Tuzi and Xuebao's 

help. There is kindergarten, Grade school, Middle school, High school, and then college. 

The school was called academia. It teaches science, math, martial arts, magic, etc. Thanks to this idea 

the female beastmen who weren't talented in fighting as Xuebao had finally found something to do and 

become someone who could lift their chins up with dignity. They would no longer be females who only 

know how to breed and mate as well as give birth. They were given an opportunity to become an 

educated person. 

In college, Sheya teaches medicine while Shizi teaches martial arts. They've become professors who 

were popular in the tribe due to their wide knowledge of things. But they also work as Xuebao and 

Meizhou's direct subordinates that could replace the two when they weren't around. In short, they were 

the ones in the second command. 



Today is Christmas day and the winter season as well. The snow had covered most land and forest. The 

people living in the forest were all bundles in thick clothes. It wasn't like before where they ignored the 

ice under their feet. They would not wear boots and shoes. Their clothes were padded to keep them 

warm within those long sleeves. 

Some children even have cute ear pads and colorful scarves on them as they play around the snow. The 

Prince of the trib, Meibao who was the sole child of Xuebao and Meizhou, was out in the open with his 

parents. He saw some children outside playing in the snow. 

Meibao tugs on his father's hair as he was currently sitting on his father, Meizhou's shoulders. 

"Father, snow. Baobao wants to play. Wants to build a snowman and fight snowballs." said Meibao. 

Meizhou carried his son in his arms and said, "Baobei you need to ask Daddy for permission. If Daddy 

agrees then father will play with you." 

Meibao reached out his small hands and tugs his mother's sleeves. "Daddy~ can Baobao play in the 

snow with father?" 

His round eyes were staring at Xuebao with large eyes and adorable gaze. He's so cute that Xuebso 

couldn't hold back to pinch those fatty cheeks and kiss that reddish nose. 

"Okay~ we can play a bit before dinner," said Xuebao. 

The family of three went near the frozen lake. 

Meizhou lit a bonfire to keep his wife and son warm and watch the two roll snowballs. One big and one 

small. The two were like peas on the pods with how they looked. They were laughing and giggling as 

they rolled the snow. Their family's face value is extremely high. It didn't take a while for the others to 

notice their family playing around in the snow. 

Meibao calls, "Father~ Help Baobao and Daddy~ carry snowballs. Hurry. Hurry~" 

"Yes. Yes. Wait for father to come over~" said Meizhou. 

The three worked together like ordinary people and created a snowman family. 

There are three snowmen. Two big one small in the middle. The blue stones and black stones were used 

for the eyes of the snowmen, carrot for the nose, and branches for hands. Xuebao even provides the 

scarf for the three to share, a model of a happy family. Meibao happily tugged on his parents' hands and 

said, "This is daddy, this is father and the one in the middle is Baobao." 

Tuzi and the others who were looking for them with the rest had witnessed this scene and joined by the 

riverside. 

"This is cute. This can't be done like this, Baobao, you must help uncle create Uncle Snowman as well!" 

said Tuzi as he carried Meibao in his arms. 

Meibao had always been friendly towards his uncles, especially his Uncle Rabbit. Since Uncle Rabbit is a 

bit childish he gets along well with children. The laughter in the surroundings caught the attention of the 



other children and family. It didn't take a while for the other members of the tribe to gather at the 

riverside and play with their children as Xuebao and Meizhou do. 

Ever since the mateship ceremony where the Beast God had descended most couples and mates had 

received a blessing that allowed them to control elements. The tribe helped each other to create 

bonfires and the female beastmen brought out pots and pans to cook over the bonfire. Though lately, 

this practice has lessened due to the progression of the modern era. It's been a while since the tribe 

gathered all together to eat. They've centralized the current tribe leader and his spouse at the center. 

They were all extremely thankful to Xuebao and Meizhou ever since they have undergone the trial with 

them. 

Some elders brought out wine and beer. They've created their own circle to drink and celebrate 

Christmas while waiting for their children to bring them some food for dinner. It seems that the tribe 

decided to spend Christmas together as one big family. Though this event is unexpected Xuebao and 

Sheya had uncontrolled the event and made sure everything was under control. The female beastmen 

were tasked to cook while the male beastmen gathered the ingredients from the warehouse and carried 

them to the location. The children on the other hand were left to Tuzi and his husbands to look after. 

They play with snow, create all kinds of creatures, and even play in snow fights. 

The sound of joy and festivity can be heard in the territory of the Solune Tribe. It caught the attention of 

the small tribes near them and copied their idea of celebration. The small and big feast had happened 

on December 24 until midnight. There were some children who were ice skating on the frozen river 

which Xuebao made sure had completely ice. He also helped make some skate shoes made of snow over 

their shoes and the modern scenery of ice skating had been witnessed with everyone. 

Some couples made wisps of light and fire to highlight the river, it left an amazing fantasy scene in the 

world of the beast tribe. Some even returned to their beast forms playing around the river. They didn't 

have to worry about danger as the strongest couple was there with them and can enjoy themselves to 

the fullest. They had partied until December 25 had arrived and the families all enjoyed the fulsome 

feasts served that night. 

Sheya and Shizi sat together in the corner enjoying a time only for them. They watched as Tuzi, Lang, 

and Xiong were surrounded by everyone as they taught them how to skate on Ice. 

Sheya murmured, "Tuzi is indeed childish. Even after he married his two husbands he is still the same as 

always." 

"Isn't that better? His soul has been pure from the beginning and Lord Hei assisted the three of them to 

cleanse their meridian and soul. After this lifetime, they were given the opportunity to ascend. When we 

leave this world, as the real protagonist of this world, he is destined to spend more time with the rest," 

said Shizi. 

Xuebao and Meizhou who were seated beside them overheard the conversation and joined them. 

"Xiajing is almost five. Next year we need to finish the preparation for changing the leadership of this 

world to democracy. Tuzi should be chosen by the people as their president next year. We would slowly 

fade in the background and return to where we came from." said Xuebao. 



Meizhou asked, "Baby, are you worried about the three of them? Don't worry I will ask someone to 

make sure they would be able to enter Vearth if they choose to do so." 

"I am not worried about that. It's just that... I wonder how he would accept the fact that we are Gods 

and he had stayed by our side since then. Tsk! It's boring that I wouldn't be able to see his reaction after 

we leave." said Xuebao. 

Seeing the reaction of Xuebao, the other three couldn't help but laugh. As expected, Xuebao enjoys 

anything and would never let himself be bored. At the center of the river, Tuzi remembers his ability to 

control light. It is stronger than the other and he had a fun idea how to use his powers to welcome 

Christmas. 

[What is that stupid rabbit planning to do now? I feel a strong essence of light elements converging on 

the center of the lake.] 

A smile appeared on Xuebao's lips as he knew what that silly rabbit was planning to do. He secretly 

helped him with his qi and double the elements he could control. Huge glowing light orbs were passed 

to Lang and Xiong from their wives. 

Tuzi said, "Hubbies~ Throw the light orb in the sky as far as you can!" 

Lang, "With all my strength?" 

Xiong, "Towards the sky?" 

Tuzi said to his husband, "Yes! After I count three throws it in the sky!" then he looked at everyone and 

announced, "Don't be scared and cover your ears. Look in the sky and watch the beautiful scenery with 

me! In the count of one, two, and three!" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

Lang and Xiong, after hearing the third number was called, had thrown the light orbs into the dark skies. 

Tuzi clapped his hands and the light orbs in the evening sky had exploded with a bang. The light robs 

from before had spread into tiny lines of lights in the sky exploding numerous times illuminating the 

heavens with white lights. This is Tuzi's improvised fireworks using light elements. In the future, the light 

element holders would invent a small machine that would cause fireworks when thrown in the sky. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

Under the background of the fireworks effects, Tuzi happily yelled to everyone with the children. 

Chapter 457 - 9.76 Second Blue Star - Descending Once Again. 

The Upper Realm. 

The Mythical Races Emperors had finished all their preparations. They had gathered their troops and 

had waited before the closed Boundary Gates. Wearing armors and weapons on their bodies, they were 

now preparing to descend in the Mortal Realm. It's time for the war between two realms. Sadly, 

humanity didn't know the incoming disaster was about to befall them. 

The one in lead this time is the Dragon Emperor as among all Emperor Rulers in the Upper Realm he is 

the strongest. Wearing a golden-colored armor on himself, his presence was luxury itself. Dragons are 



wealthy and they love gold as much as power. It wouldn't be surprising for such a creature to surround 

himself with gold. 

Standing in front of more than a thousand men his presence is too bright under the sunlight. There are 

even some who couldn't open their eyes in his presence. Standing beside him is the Emperor of Black 

Turtle Race. He looks a bit haggard as he just came back from the Underworld. 

Moreover, half of the underworld was destroyed and was still in the fire. This fire is inextinguishable and 

keeps burning leaving nothing left with the world of the dead. Also, almost all souls in the underworld 

had perished completely under this black fire, since they've even lost their souls, they can never be 

reborn again. He heard from his son that the black flame is called Hell flames, when he heard about that 

he almost couldn't stop beating his own son for casually throwing such a disastrous flame in their 

territory. 

By the looks of it, unless he finds something to do with that hell's flames the underworld would just 

completely disappear in the end. Since he couldn't think of anything about it yet, he decided to see off 

the others who were descending in the mortal world to perish the human race. 

The Emperor of the Black Turtle said, "Leader, I would only be seeing you guys off here. Please take 

care." 

"Um. We are prepared this time. I do not think those deviants would be able to defeat all of us," said the 

emperor of the dragons. 

The Emperor of the White tigers laughs in excitement, "Kakaka~ don't worry Lao Long I will make sure to 

defeat one of them with Lao Feng ba~" 

"Hmp! Just don't rampage too much. Even if the Underworld exists then the underworld wouldn't be 

able to accommodate too many dead," said the Phoenix Emperor. 

The Dragon Emperor looked at the Emperor of the Black Turtle race and said, "We are going now. I will 

leave the rest to you." 

"Be careful. Leave the Upper Realm to me," responded the Black Turtle Emperor with a short bow. 

Under the lead of the other three emperors, the boundary gates were opened. It was left open for 

everyone to descend all at the same time. 

The emperor of the Dragon race commanded, "Go! Look for the two Deviant Gods and eliminate them!" 

"Yes, Your Majesty the Emperor!" 

Everyone finally descended with permission from the rulers of the Upper Realm. The three emperors 

had also descended in the mortal land looking for the men who had killed and harmed their children. It 

didn't take a while for only the Emperor of the Black Turtle race to remain. 

As soon as the figure of the other three emperors disappeared the black turtle race's heir, Gui Se had 

appeared beside his father. His limbs had been regenerated but like a soulless doll his eaten arm and leg 

never moved anymore as what the God of Void ate is not merely his flesh but also the part of the soul 

that allows it to move. 



Gui Se spoke, "Father, is this alright? You didn't tell them that the Underworld is no more?" 

The amiable expression on the Emperor of the Black Turtle race had disappeared. It is completely 

different from when he looks gentle and friendly when talking to the other emperors. Right now, he 

looks cold and stern. A scholar looks as if he had all the wisdom in the world. 

"There is no need for the underworld anymore. The venerable said it right? It had perished under the 

effect of Hell Flames. Those who had to descend on the mortal realm whether their goal is revenge or 

something else would all perish in that place. We will only be safe if we don't bother them anymore, 

especially the golden soul whom they protect." 

Bewildered, Gui Se asked, "Father, is that gold soul really a soul not originally from here?" 

"Must be... 15 years ago the Heavenly will suddenly become too quiet. It has already stopped caring 

about this world. As for why it must be connected to that golden soul. That soul is something that even 

the Heavenly laws of this world didn't dare to touch. Who are we to think about getting it? The Dragon, 

phoenix, and White tiger races might all go extinct now. We shouldn't get involved in this fight," said the 

Emperor of the Black Turtle. 

The father and son were having a conversation when suddenly they heard someone butts in their talk. 

"Smart choice. Because of that, you are given an opportunity to live. Hahaha~" it was the voice of Xia 

Jieye. 

SWOOSH 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Suddenly from the left behind opened gates of the Upper Realm overwhelming darkness enters and 

spreads all over the said realm. 

Humans started talking one by one, 

"Ah?! Where am I?" 

"Am I dead? Is this heaven?" 

"Wow~ this place looks so beautiful~" 

"Sister, come one take a picture with me?" 

"Hm~ aren't I in the bathroom just now?" 

"Fudge! Look at those men who have horns? Is that fur and animal ears?!" 

"Shut up! Stop pulling on my clothes!" 

A sudden rowdiness can be heard near the Black Turtle Emperor and Heir. They stare at the humans 

who suddenly appeared beside them. They were dumbfounded like the other Deities who were left 

behind in the Upper Realm. Some human cultivators met their parents, friends, and descendants. It was 

a chaotic yet happy scene. 



Darkness hovers in front of the Emperor of the Black Turtle clan revealing otherworldly handsome 

features of the God of Void, "I will leave these humans here for a bit. Lest they got involved in the fight 

below. Do not harm them, they will be brought back after the fight," said Xia Jieye. 

As soon as the darkness slowly resided humans of all ages appeared in the upper realm, just based on 

their reactions they were all carried away here as if they were all teleported by a huge power. Of course, 

only those with a few merits and children were brought away. 

People like Hou Feng and his family who had accumulated lots of good merits appeared here as well. 

Actually, most people who had bought something made by Xue Hua were also brought here. System Yu 

helped his big boss in filtering the humans. Only a few were left behind in the human realm and those 

are bad guys who had accumulated bad karmas. Their death would be based on how many bad things 

they did. After all, there is no way those Mythical creatures would care about the life and death of 

humans whom they treated nothing much differently as ants. 

Some police who were brought over with their captain Hou Feng asked their boss, "Captain, where are 

we?" 

"Is this heaven? Did we all die?" 

"Wait, I saw my parents there?" 

"My brother is here too!" 

"Grandpa, Grandma over here!" 

Even the Mayor spotted his own son in the crowd and hugged him, "Son, where is this place? This old 

man was in his office and was suddenly taken by some shadow." 

"Dad? I also don't know I was in the middle of the case before suddenly appearing him my team was 

also brought here," answered Hou Feng. 

Then the father and son saw the ruckus in the surrounding area. To avoid riots and stampedes these two 

who were duty-bound and responsible worked together to calm everyone. They also spotted Gui Se and 

his father staring at them. Xia Jeiye had longed left after giving them a warning and the gates suddenly 

closed without control. Now the authority of the Emperors to control the gates was completely stripped. 

They had no other choice but to help the humans explain where they are and the current situation they 

were in. Obviously, they were brought here for protection as the Mortal Realm down there will be 

becoming hell on earth sooner or later. 

Meanwhile, Xie Jjeye who just left the upper realm is flying in the sky followed by System Yue. 

[My Lord, those people had already started destroying the human realm. A lot of humans had already 

died though most of them are bad people. They were following your aura which had few scents of the 

phoenix and white tiger race. They will be targeting you soon. Are we going to the Ancient Palace with 

the others?] 

Xia Jieye didn't respond right away and said, "How about the Lou Clan and Feng Clan?" 

[As the Lord ordered, I told them to go ahead and exchange the protagonist shou for the host.] 



"Hahaha, well then let's go see how that bastard would react. This should be quite fun to watch." said 

the God of Void who had a rare smile on his face as he imagined the expression Ye Xiajie would show 

when Lou Lan started spouting nonsense. 

[My lord, is it really alright to do this? The host hasn't completely healed himself yet.] 

"The energy in this world is only able to stabilize his soul a bit but it wouldn't be able to heal his soul 

injuries. It is better to find the other soul fragments and let that bastard merge with it. The sooner it was 

gathered the better for it for the little one. After all, his state is..." Xia Jeiye didn't complete what he 

wanted to say but unlike the others, he knew more things about Hei Anjing's situation. 

As someone who had full memories of his past lives, he knew that the little one must be running out of 

time. But he also knew that both he, Ye Xiajie, and Hei Anjing were extremely reluctant to end this 

happiness of being together. In the end, everything had to end. Even this vacation-like journey would be 

ending soon. 

Xia Jieye murmured as his crimson eyes glowed with intense hostility, "As soon as I got my body back 

the first thing I would do was to remove the Ye Gui Race in existence. Ye Mo you've been waiting for too 

long, don't worry you will be dead soon~" an evil smirk appears in the corner of his lips. His red eyes 

were like blood boiling with emotions of hatred and aggressiveness.. He is indeed an Evil God like no 

other. 

Chapter 458 - 9.77 Second Blue Star - My Fujun Is Putting A Green Hat On His Own Head. 

At the Ancient Palace. 

Everyone was doing their own things when they noticed a huge power descending from the sky. They all 

run towards the window only to witness the scene of the sky fragmenting and turning red as if it was 

dyed in blood. 

Hu Yue, the Fox God spoke, "They are finally here. They've truly brought a lot of people this time." 

"3 Highgods, 100 Gods state, and 50,000 Demigods," said Xue Yan who had tallied the enemies' 

strength. 

Ou Ya spoke, "That many? There are only the Ghost King, Huahua, Fox God, Old man Yi, Old man Ling, 

Yanyan, Ye'er, and Huahua on our side. Will we be alright?" 

"If you are afraid, hide under the sea. It's safe there, hmp!" said Lin Ye as he scoffed at Ou Ya. 

Ou Ya laughs and hugs Lin Ye from behind, he looks foolish and smiles like an idiot but his expression is 

sincere. 

"Come on~ there is no way I would leave you here, Ye'er~" 

"So flirt and get ready. Don't forget to wear the protective amulets my younger brother gave you. It 

should be able to keep your life safe until the end of the war," said Xue Yan. 

On his neck, a lotus flower-shaped necklace hangs, it had the color of purity. It looks like an exquisite 

flower at sight, especially the eight petals. It is like it was made of the clearest material. As thin as a 

cicada wing yet it is almost indestructible even when one pinches it. It was uniquely made as it was 



made to protect the wearers as much as the lotus petals exist. It is a life-saving amulet created by Hei 

Anjing himself. 

Demigod Yi patted his amulet and said, "This is good stuff!!! With this, I could kill a lot of our enemies!" 

"Remember our role. Leave the Highgods to the Ghost King, the Gods to the Fox God, and Xue Yan. I, 

you, Xiao Ye, and Xiao Ya would be fighting the demigods and deities instead. They might be a bit 

weaker than us but their number is a lot. Don't let yourself get surrounded," said Demigod Ling. 

"Thankfully, there is a nearby natural river in this place. I should be able to give support to you guys. 

Don't get too hurt." He said to the two youngsters Lin Ye and Ou Ya. 

Ou Ya and Lin Ye said, "We will be careful, Senior!" 

"That's good," then he moved his gaze on the smiling Xue Hua seated beside the ghost king who was 

using his lap as a pillow. They were so leisurely on the couch as if nothing could move them. 

Seeing their Main Force like this, Shen Ling couldn't help but worry. But he had witnessed the Ghost 

King's strength when he confronted that Young Dragon King from before and he knew that the enemies 

coming for them might not be able to injure these two. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Demigod Shen Ling asked, "Xiao Hua, it would be alright right?" 

"Yes, you've counted countless times last night and you knew everything will be okay but you are still so 

nervous Old Man Ling," said Xue Hua who was playing with her husband's hair. "Moreover, it not kike 

those guys would be coming here first. There would be another set of guests who would see us before 

the battle." 

As soon as Xue Hua finished his words the almost non-existent doorbell he had installed a few months 

ago had been finally used. 

DING. DONG. DING. DONG. 

Everyone's attention was finally moved from the window to the direction of the entrance. Except for 

some parts of the Ancient Palace which were renovated to modern architecture the outside is still that 

of an ancient structure so the doorbell outside itself is weird enough. 

Xue Hua suddenly grinned as if entertained, his golden eyes narrowed as he squinted within those 

aureate orbs hidden in mirth. Showing his joy and playfulness together. Those who knew him too well 

know that he is playing around with the Lord God in this world. Just seeing this, people like Hu Yue and 

Xue Yan reacted normally while Xue Hua's smile made her husband's heart flutter in excitement and 

dread. 

Ye Xiajie's thoughts, 'I wonder what my wife is playing at this time? I wouldn't suffer too much right?' 

Xue Yan, as the owner's brother, comes over to welcome the guests. As soon as he opened the door he 

saw the familiar people standing in front of him. His eyes were especially lingering on the one man who 

wears a half mask on his face. But those unhidden similar features made him recognize him right away 

especially the crimson eyes uniquely as his. 

"The little one is inside right? We came for the ghost king to fulfill his contract," said the God of 

Darkness with his lips slightly upturned. 



Xue Yan dazedly nods his head and opens a way for the guests to enter. He sneaks a peek at the 

hovering small moon behind the God of Void and shakes its avatar as if telling him he doesn't know what 

is happening nor what this other lord plans to do. 

Xia Jieye enters the room followed by Lou Lan, Lou Ming, and some elders of the Lou Clan. There is also 

Feng Houye in a wheelchair. Those eyes were full of expectations. He is finally meeting the golden soul 

after all this time. Even though he knew he would never have him in this life looking would get hurt 

right. These were the thoughts of Feng Hou, the protagonist gong whose desires have always been 

golden souls. 

Xue Yan showed the guests the way to the living room. Everyone was surprised to see Lou and Feng Clan 

following behind Xue Yan. 

Ou Ya asked, "What the hell..." 

"Xiao Ya, your words..." warned Demigod Shen Ling. 

"Sorry, Old man Ling..." said Ou Ya as he touched his nose. 

Demigod Yi asked in confusion, "What is happening? Why is this brat here? He is the one who keeps 

bullying Xiao Hua before!?" 

The Ghost King's face turned dark upon seeing his other self smirking at him. The two looked at each 

other as if exchanging sparks between their eyes. The tension and pressure in the room had spread as 

Ye Xiajie and Xia Jieye confronted each other. 

Ye Xiajie said, "What the hell are you doing here?" 

"Heh~ this deity has been in a very good mood lately and brought with me your destined ghost bride~," 

said Xia Jieye, the God of Void. 

The Ghost King's face crumpled and said, "What the hell are you saying?" 

Then suddenly a figure jumped in his embrace. This young man looks a bit like Xue Hua but looks 

younger. His appearance is only ordinarily attractive and not heavenly defying as Xue Hua's face. It was 

Lou Lan. 

Lou Lan hugs the ghost king, his eyes misted with tears as he looks pitiful towards Ye Xiajie and said, 

"Your majesty! It's Lan'er. I am the one who is supposed to marry you according to the soul contract 

you've made with my Lou Clan. I am the destined Ghost Bride. Not Xue Hua, he is fake. I AM YOUR REAL 

BRIDE!" 

Ou Ya and Demigod Yi exclaimed, "What the fuck!?" 

Pfft! "Hihi~ S-Sorry.." This is Hu Yue the Fox God trying to hold back his laughter. He only stopped when 

he received a glare from his wife who was glaring at him from a distance. 

Xue Yan's glares say, 'Don't you dare laugh. Not afraid of death?' 

Crash! 



The teacup Lin Ye is holding fell on the floor with a bang. The sound of something made of glass breaking 

was heard in the silent hall. 

Demigod Shen Ling glanced at Xue Hua. His expression remained calm and smiling as he watched the 

scene unfold before him. Yes, it was like he was watching a play in front of him. 

Xue Hua spoke, "Fujun~ did you find a concubine to play with this consort hm?~" his voice sounds 

mellow and soft. There is even a gentle touch as if a wind breeze yet those he hears it made them feel a 

chill on their skin like a block of ice crawling slowly. Cold and terrifying. 

"OF COURSE NOT!" 

When Xue Hua spoke it wasn't only Ye Xiajie who flinched even Xia Jieye who heard his little speech this 

way in his first reality unlike in his memories also flinched the same way as the Ghost King. They've both 

reluctantly moved their heads to look at their wife's expression. Seeing the sweet smile on his face both 

the ghost king and the God of Void felt they had fallen into the deep sea where the water temperature 

is as cold as ice. 

Xue Hus suddenly stared at Xia Jieye, "As for you..." 

Then Xia Jieye felt even more fearful when Xue Hua's gaze moved on to him, he wanted to step back 

instinctively but manage to stop his actions. He looks at Xue Hua with puppy eyes as if begging him not 

to get angry. Seeing him like this Xue Hua was caught off guard. He had always been weak to this kind of 

expression from his other half. 

"D-Don't look at me like that!" scolded Xue Hua. 

Xia Jieye lowered his head as if he was a puppy that got reprimanded by his master. 

"Okay. I will not look." 

Xue Hua said, "Bringing this thing to put a green hat on your own head is fun?" 

"Ah, no... I'm giving him (Ghost King) a green hat for you!" said Xia Jieye as he pointed at Ye Xiajie. 

The Ghost King was finally angry. He grabbed Lou Lan by his back collar and threw him like a sack 

towards Lou Ming and the others who came to him. 

"You bastard! How dare you do this to this Lord!? Even if you are me I'm still going to beat you up for 

embarrassing me in front of my wife!? What green hat!? I don't even know who the hell is this brat? I 

only love my wife!" said the Ghost King as he jumped on Xie Jieye and started hitting him. 

Xia Jieye said as he fought back, "Who the hell is your wife? My little one is not your wife at all!!" 

"You! I haven't beat you up yet for giving me endless nightmares that night!" 

"Idiot! You deserve that!!!" 

The God of void would of course not let himself get beaten up one-sidedly and fought back. Suddenly 

getting punched on the face Xia Jieye's mask fell revealing his similar face as Ye Xiajie. Now on the 

ground the two who possessed the same face wrestle to each other leaving everyone else except for 

those who already knew dumbfounded. Only Xue Hua watches his husband make a fool of himself. They 



after all only act like an idiot like this whenever he is involved. They completely destroyed their aloof 

persona in front of everyone. 

Seeing the real appearance of their Ancestor even Lou Ming was rendered speechless. This is the first 

time he had seen his ancestor's real appearance. He would use different kinds of faces whenever he met 

him. He only knew that his real face would be obscured behind that black mask. Now seeing this face 

that is completely the same as the Ghost King he felt a shudder spreading in his whole body as if he was 

struck by thunder. 

He had always thought that by following this ancestor he would be removing his connection to the ghost 

King's control but who would expect things would end like this. 

Lou Ming fell boneless on the floor while pointing with trembling hands towards the two. 

"Same face. Same face as the ghost king. So similar! This is impossible. Impossible!!" yelled Lou Ming. 

Demigod Shen Ling was shocked and asked, "They have the face. Are they twins?" 

"No, they aren't." The one who answered is the Fox God, Hu Yue. "They are not brothers but they are of 

the same soul. This means both of them used to be one person. They are both Lord Consort's 

husbands." 

Ou Ya asked in wonder, "No way! Is this real?" When he and Lin Ye saw Xue Yan nod his head, they knew 

that the Fox God was telling the truth. 

"Oh my god! This is quite amazing~" said Demigod Yi as he whistled. 

Everyone from Lou and Feng Clan was in disbelief. They were staring at the bickering men with the same 

face wrestling on the floor. This is a truth that is hard to believe especially for Lou Lan who thought of 

the Ghost King as his last hope. 

"No. No. NO! THIS IS NOT REAL!?" Yells Lou Lan as he grabs his hair. 

He knew how much the ancestor of the Lou Clan looks at him like he is something disgusting. He knew 

that Xie Jieye treated him worse than garbage. Now, these people are saying that the Ghost King and 

this Evil being are the same people. Doesn't that mean the Ghost King loathes him as well? They are all 

the same person. 

"No. I don't believe this!!!" screamed Lou Lan. 

It was as if his very last hope in his life was burned before him.. He is helpless and feels like a brainless 

fool thinking of dreaming of something he would never have in this life. 

Chapter 459 - 9.78 Second Blue Star - Sorry, Baby~ 

The Ghost King and the God of Void fought until they destroyed the wall of the house and started 

fighting outside with real fists and qi. The sound of clashing and punching was like thunder and lightning 

hit the ground. But these two aggressive men were only fighting and exchanging punches and kicks, they 

weren't trying to kill each other seriously after all they were both from the same origin. 



In the courtyard of the Ancient Palace, almost everyone went out to watch the two fight like children. 

Xue Hua even had System Yue make some popcorn and drinks for everyone. 

Boom! BAM! Crushed! Pak! 

Except for the dumbfounded Lou and Feng Clan members, the rest took a seat within the courtyard and 

had the attitude of watching a play. Ou Ya and Demigod Yi were acting like commentators. They were 

happily announcing the battle happening in front of them. 

"Look at that, a straight punch in the stomach! Wow~" 

"Not bad, a counter-attack kick before the punch hit him, not bad!" 

"Ah~ his leg was grabbed! Lord Ghost was now about to throw Lord Evil away..." 

"God! Is that a crater!? Lord Xia didn't even get a scratch!" 

"Amazing! Half of that small hill exploded from a punch!" 

"Whoa~ badass! This is so fun!~" 

While the two idiots are having fun playing a commentary, the others have joined the small stone where 

Xue Yan has served lots of cakes and snacks. Xue Hua was sitting enjoying the scenery as if there were 

no explosions in the surroundings. Lin Ye and Demigod Ling had gotten used to this. They live simply and 

just join Xue Hua in relaxing. The Fox God instead was flirting at the side with Xue Yan. Everyone was 

turning a blind eye to them as they always do such a thing. 

The only weird thing at this moment is that Lou Lan had gone crazy. Feng Hou in his wheelchair is staring 

at Xue Hua like a lovestruck fool who only has the golden soul in his eyes, this was after all his obsession. 

The Lou and Feng Clan members were ignored. No one serves tea for them, not even asking them to 

take a seat. Thanks to this, Lou Ming and the other elders could only wait by the side without making 

any extraordinary movements. 

After all, every time they do the Fox God would squint his eyes on them with a warning. Lou Ming 

sneaks a peek at his two sons, Xue Yan and Xue Hua who were sitting together joyously talking to Lin Ye 

and the rest. They look so detached from his world and since they've intentionally ignored him, Lou 

Ming couldn't thicken his face to call out to. 

It's been a few years since these two sons of him had cut off all relations he had with him. They threw 

away the name of Lou and followed their deceased mother's name. They had never once contacted the 

Lou Clan and Lou Ming even after the siblings decided to live in the city. To these two, Lou Ming no 

longer exists as to their father ever since they left the Lou Family. 

Lou Ming would glance at his supposed most useful tool, Lou Lan then compared it to Xue Yan and Xua 

Hua who received the love of the Fox God, Ghost King, and the Evil Ancestor. Just thinking how much he 

had wasted when he chose Lou Lan, regrets also made his intestines green in anger. He couldn't believe 

he had chosen a fisheye instead of the diamonds he used to love before. 

Lou Ming murmured, "Is my choice wrong all this time? If I had treated my wife and children the way a 

father should have to love them, would my ending be better than now?" He glanced at Xue Hua and 



recalled that day when his second son asked him, 'Do you regret it?' At that time he didn't understand. 

He wanted everything in this world and was pushed away from the people whom he is supposed to love. 

Xue Hua's voice echoes in his head continuously leaving him dazed as if he lost everything in the world. 

Xue Yan and Xue Hua, of course, noticed him but the two are no longer the original. Even Xue Hua, a 

mere soul fragment Hei Anjing used to be reborn in this world, had re-merged with his soul, he is no 

longer the same as before. 

Meanwhile, in the center of the city, the three emperors and their troops had landed in an empty city. It 

looks abandoned with too little human presence. Some humans felt that the world was ending and ran 

all over the city to steal. Never would have they expected the arrival of mythical creatures like dragons 

and phoenixes appearing before them. 

Though they were in their human form some special features like scales and feathers, claws and fangs 

still remain. It would be hard for an ordinary human to believe that they weren't monsters looking like 

that. 

The White Tiger Emperor spoke while looking around, "This place... Is this the human would? What's 

with all these metal junks!?" He even kicked a few million-worth cars to blow up in the air. 

CRASH! BOOM! 

"Whoa! It exploded!?" exclaimed the Emperor of the White Tiger Race. 

The Phoenix Emperor scolded him and said, "What the hell are you doing?! You startled me!" 

"I've only kicked it lightly~ who would expect it to explode like that~" retorted the Emperor of the White 

Tiger race. 

Before the White Tiger and the Phoenix Emperors continued to bicker, they were both reprimanded by 

the strongest among them, the Emperor of the Dragon race. 

The Dragon Emperor said, "Enough! Something unexpected happened." 

"What is it?" asked the Phoenix Emperor as he noticed the seriousness on the Dragon Emperor's face. 

The Emperor of the dragon race replied, "The gates had closed on their own. I could no longer control it. 

We were locked out." 

"Impossible! Did the Black Turtle do something!?" asked the Emperor of the White Tiger Race. 

"Not him. Those gates cannot be controlled by him alone. We even need to work together to open it." 

said the Dragon Emperor. "There is something weird going on. Follow this Emperor's order. Kill all 

humans in this land. Leave nothing alive!" 

All soldiers of the three races had followed his command. Among the three, the Dragon Emperor was 

treated as the commander of the whole unit. 

"Yes, Your Majesty the Dragon Emperor!" Then they've all spread to start the massacre in the human 

realm. 



On the crowd, the humans who were observing them in the corner had suddenly had pale faces. They 

tried to flee as soon as they heard the words their inhuman creatures had just said. Since they were 

planning on killing them they all run away from all directions. But how can ordinary humans outrun 

cultivators who possess demigods and deity strength? They were like weak chickens running away in the 

slaughter farmhouse. 

AHHH! NOO~ Save me! 

Monsters! the monsters are killing humans... 

Run just run away!!! 

No!!! AAAHHHHH!!! 

The only ones who stayed where they were, are the three emperors. Their targets are different from 

theirs. They needed to kill the Evil God and the Ghost King while at it to take the rumored golden soul 

back with them. 

The Dragon Emperor said, "Go ahead. You said you wanted to avenge your children. Look for the 

remaining traces of your children's souls. I will accompany you." 

"This is also good. My son's last presence is somewhere in the north. The Evil God who had eaten Houye 

might be there." said the Phoenix Emperor. 

The White Tiger Emperor flexed his limbs and prepared to run towards the North. His eyes had turned 

bloodshot in anger. He wanted to see the bastard who had eaten his young cub and kill him with his 

own hands. 

"Things need to be done as soon as possible. The scent of my cub's blood is coming from the same 

direction. The killer must be there as Lao Feng had said. I'm going ahead!" said the Emperor of the White 

Tiger race. 

He morphed into a huge White Tiger but his size is triple that of Bai Yu when he turned into his beast 

form. He is more muscular and his size could reach the height of a 10-floor building. He is almost the 

same size as Godzilla in the movies. 

Taking a huge step a large crater was left behind the center of the city. It was like a big meteor had fallen 

directly within the city turning it instantly into ruins. The Phoenix Emperor and Dragon Emperor jumped 

on his back and remained in their human form. It is enough that only the White Tiger Emperor had 

transformed for now. 

With a speed beyond normal beings, white flashes as the Tiger Emperor runs towards the Ancient 

Palace. As they got closer the three Emperors could feel a strong aura of darkness and fire. Though they 

were still too far the Phoenix Emperor whose whole being is almost made of fire trembles when he felt 

the energy of the Hell Flames. 

These are the strongest flames in all realms. It would be able to burn even a phoenix to nothing and not 

even an ash will be left behind. 

With an ugly frown on his face, the Phoenix Emperor said, "This is Hell Flames. It really exists in this 

world! If the wielder of these dangerous flames happens to be our target we will have to risk everything 



including our soul. Being burned by the Hell Flames means eternal damnation. Not even the soul would 

be spared." 

Hearing this the White Tiger and the Dragon Emperors had all turned serious. Though they had already 

known how fearsome that black fire is, to die without even a soul meant they would never be able to be 

reborn. Just this thought alone is enough to make them think twice. 

The Phoenix Emperor knew what they were thinking and couldn't help but snigger. 

"Hesitating now? But it is too late. We are locked in this lower realm and are now unable to return to 

the Upper Realm. You want to escape and go home, sure be the premise is that we are able to kill the 

one who had trapped us here. We can't avoid fighting. Moreover, it is three against one or two at most. 

Even if they had humans or demigods on their side we would still win as long as we work together," said 

the Phoenix Emperor. 

Realizing their current situation the other two Emperors knew they could no longer turn back. They 

decided to take a risk and kill the two deviants. Avenge their children and complete their goal only then 

they would be able to successfully return back to their own realms. 

As soon as they arrived at the Ancient Palace, they were welcomed by two human figures floating on the 

sky fighting. One wears an article of modern clothing with black flames in his hand creating a black 

flaming dragon, this is the Ghost King, Xie Mo (Ye Xiajie) while the other is wearing a pure black robe on 

him like those in ancient times black mist surrounds him as he used darkness to fight the black flame, 

this is the God of Void, Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie shouted, "You retard that's my wife. MY wife!?" 

"Shut up! My precious little Jing'er is mine. Only mine. He cannot be yours since he was born he is 

destined to be mine. I even changed his diapers before!" retorted Xia Jieye 

Ye Xiajie was raging in jealousy and said, "So what!? The first kiss, hug, and night are all mine!" 

"Idiot! I was the first one who received a hug. When Little Jing'er is not even one he loves to hug me to 

sleep. He sleeps on top of me!" said Xia Jieye. 

Ye Xiajie shouted, "Pedophile!" 

"Pervert!" rebuked Xia Jieye back. 

Without them noticing, Xue Hua (Hei Anjing) the main topic of these two fools is now glaring at him with 

fierce eyes. His golden eyes had long turned silver and the teacup in his hand was crushed within his 

palms. His sharp eyes were digging at Ye Xiajie and Xia Jieye's figure. He looked like he wanted to eat 

them alive. Everyone was having a hard time controlling their necks to look at Xue Hua. The facts they 

were all hearing were things about this person's black history and the two men in the sky are both his 

husbands. 

Xue Hua bellowed from the courtyard, "STOP! YOU TWO LUNATICS. WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU EVEN 

SAYING FOR EVERYONE TO HEAR!!!?" 



The voice of Xue Hua was filled with anger. His beautiful face was flushed with crimson as he was 

sending those two husbands of him some death glare warning saying 'Talk more nonsense this Deity will 

end you myself!' 

Seeing their wife's angered face, Ye Xiajie, and Xia Jieye both shit their mouths. Their anger and 

dissatisfaction from before were now poured with cold water. Their wife's anger both calmed them 

down. 

"Sorry, Baby~," The two idiots said. 

Chapter 460 - 9.79 Second Blue Star - The End Of The Mythical Emperors. 

The whole mountain had fallen into silence. Just one shout from Xue Hua ended the heated bickering 

between the Ghost King and the God of Void. The two look like bullied puppies not even willing to raise 

their heads as if Xue Hua had bullied them badly. Kneeling in front of their wives, the Ghost King and the 

Void God had no face to save. It is better to kneel than let their wife get angry. 

Ou Ya murmured, "Wua~ they are kneeling~" 

"Shss... You don't understand because you don't have a wife. After you get married to coax your angry 

wife, this is the best solution even for power couples." whispered Demigod Xie Yi. 

Ou Ya asked, "Gramps, did you kneel on the washboard before too?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

"Yes. I even kneeled on the ones made of crystals. Ah~ it was so painful~" said Demigod Xie Yi who was 

looking dazed with empty eyes. 

Gently patting Demigod Yi's shoulder, Ou Ya can only say, "Don't mind. Condolences to you, Brother." 

The two got hit on the head by their own partners and said, 

"Get up from there already," said Lin Ye. 

"The enemies are already here," said Demigod Ling. 

Everyone looked at the newly arrived towering White Tiger at the foot of the Mountain. On his back is 

the human-formed Dragon Emperor and Phoenix Emperor, they were all looking at the guys in the 

courtyard. 

Hu Yue, the Fox God spoke, "They are finally here but how come there are only three Highgods? Where 

are the Demigods and Gods that we had seen had descended?" 

"I feel them... In the city, they were massacring humans regardless of the reason. The Human Land had 

been destroyed beyond expected," reported Xue Yan. His tone and voice were emotionless like a 

machine that could honestly report the death of all beings in the world. 

Ou Ya and Lin Ye were stunned by what they heard. They still have their own family and sect in this 

world. They were shocked when they learned that everything in the human realm was destroyed. This 

means the Family Clans, Sects, and even the Celestial Mountain which shamans and cultivators live in 

are now all gone. 



At this point, everyone except Xue Hua and his group now had ugly expressions. Lin Ye was dazed and 

speechless. Ou Ya was gritting his teeth in anger as he glared at the three high gods in front of them 

while the two Demigods, Xie Yi and Shen Ling had ugly expressions on their faces. They couldn't believe 

things like this were happening. Isn't this even worse than the end of the world? 

Ou Ya said, "Is my Ou Family all..." 

"They aren't. Those who have all the good karma I had, A'Xia and Yue, move them away to the Upper 

Realms," said Xue Hua. 

Everyone looked at him, his face was calm as always even ignoring the presence of the other beings 

except for those he chose to accept. 

"The humans who had stayed in this mortal realm are those who aren't worthy of living. No worries 

about those who did good," said Xue Hua as he looked at Xia Jieye and smiled, "Thank you, A'Xia." 

The two knew that their wife is no longer angry and stood up from the ground. After dusting off the dirt 

on themselves, they approached Xue Hua with a smile. Since they act similarly and look the same, it felt 

creepy. Thankfully Xia Jieye's eyes were crimson in color while Ye Xiajie's are black. Everyone could still 

differentiate them thanks to their eye colors. 

Xia Jieye smiled and said, "Anything for you, my little one. It's been a long time since I have seen you. 

The last time was... You are even too small and I can only carry you in my arms like a stuffed toy. But 

now you are so big... And I can barely carry you now," said Xia Jieye as he carried Xue Hua in his arms in 

a princess hug. 

As expected, Xue Hua didn't even struggle and let the man carry him in his arms. Not far from them Ye 

Xiajie's face is so dark but he didn't pull the two apart and instead sat beside them. He knew that this 

what the first time his soul core had met their wife after he had died for the first time. According to 

System Yue, Xia Jieye is his origin name. This is his name in his first life and Hei Anjing was the only one 

when he had died at that time. Though he had long felt that his love for Hei Anjing is destined, he still 

never thought that they already knew each other in the past and that he is an old monster that is as old 

as the Ruler God Shen Siwang. Everyone could only watch as the two cuddled on Xue Hua without saying 

these three were ignoring everything including the three enemies. 

In the minds of the others, everyone could only have the same thoughts, 'Why flirt in front of us!?" 

The Dragon Emperor's eyes widened when his eyes landed on Xue Hua. This young man's whole being is 

covered in a gold aura. These are merits that are overwhelming even for him. He felt greed fill his heart, 

he couldn't help but think how much their race would be lucky to have this human boy as someone who 

would bear his future descendants. Though his son had been crippled already, isn't there still him? 

"The Golden soul is real. This is amazing. No wonder you wanted to descend so badly and even send 

your heir here. Though with those two monsters on his side it is only right he would end up like that ha!" 

said the White Tiger Emperor. 

The Phoenix Emperor thinks otherwise. When he saw Xue Hua, he was speechless like the rest. But it 

wasn't because of this golden soul but instead the presence of Ice phoenix coming from that young man. 



The Phoenix Emperor spoke, "This is impossible. I cannot believe this. Isn't he a human!? Why would he 

have the presence of the phoenix in him? Hmm~ this is not merely a phoenix. A hybrid? Dragon and 

Phoenix hybrid?" 

"Oi. Oi~ Lao Feng, what the hell are you talking about? I don't feel anything else except for his golden 

aura." said the Emperor of the White Tiger Race. 

The Dragon Emperor thought twice as well. He amplified his dragon blood and used his dragon eyes to 

once again look at Xue Hua. As expected, the Phoenix Emperor is not talking nonsense. "This human 

child indeed possesses the aura of a hybrid... Not only that there is also a dragon king aura coming from 

him. What is happening here?!" 

At this moment even Ye Xiajie and Xia Jieye were confused. Though they aren't a dragon or a phoenix, 

they knew how sharp the instincts of these mythical beings were when it comes to their same kind. But 

there is no way their wife is a godly beast as Xia Jieye himself was there when Hei Anjing was created 

and born. 

Xia Jieye said, "What kind of nonsense are you saying lizard? My little one has been a purebred immortal 

since birth!?" 

"Immortal!!!?" 

Ye Xiajie scoffed at him, "Idiot! Watch what you are saying." 

Above their heads the Heavenly Laws were forming, looming thick dark clouds appeared above the 

heads of Xia Jieye. 

BOOM! CREAK! 

What others didn't expect is for Xia Jieye to attack all of the sudden. Then once again as if heaven was 

eaten by the darkness, the heavenly tribulations that were about to punish Xia Jieye for saying things 

about things that a lower world shouldn't mention. 

The God of Void looked up and glared at the angered heavens. Instead of ordinary purple thunder and 

lightning what comes over is a bolt of golden color lightning. It was so huge as if intended to kill Xia Jieye 

with one strike. 

"Hmp! How absurd! That a mere heavenly will would dare bear this fangs against this ruler. Abyss, eat 

them!" commanded Xie Jieye. 

Following the words of the God of Void, all darkness and shadows within this mid-sized star move under 

his command. It formed a black dragon with crimson eyes directly opening its huge mouth swallowing 

the dark clouds including the lightning and thunder. 

BOOOM! ROOOAAARRR!! 

Then only the sound of something huge swallowing the heaven itself echoes. This sound was heard all 

over the human realm even those in the upper realm had heard about it. Those who had witnessed it 

were petrified in shock. That was the heavenly laws, something that retains the order of this world. But 

with just one order from this black robe man, the darkness had eaten it in one gulp. 



Now there is only silence and tension in the whole world. All eyes focused on Xia Jieye who was still 

hugging the young man called Xue Hua in his embrace. 

The only one who had reacted in that situation was only Ye Xiajie while Hei Anjinh didn't care at all as he 

was feeling so sleepy within that warm embrace. 

The Ghost King said, "You...! How are you able to wield that much strength without destroying the 

world!? Moreover isn't our main element Fire?" 

Xia Jieye looks at Ye Xiajie like a fool. He couldn't believe what he was hearing from this soul before him. 

"Are you kidding me? Fire as the main element? Are you stupid? Our origin is the void. We are born in 

the abyss. We are the Darkness while Siwang is the Light. If not, why would the fire you use be hell 

flames instead of the gold flames? Though you can use hell flames, time elements, and holy elements, 

those are just auxiliary elements. Our main goal is Darkness." said Xia Jieye. 

Demigod Yi spoke out, "Dear Venerable Lords~ I do not think that this is a problem of which element is 

main but... The fact that you had eaten the Heavenly Laws!!! What does this mean!? Will there be no 

more Tribulations during ascension? No heavenly punishments to anything anymore?" 

It was the ghost king that spoke, "Yea, no more. But I suggest those who can ascend to leave this star as 

soon as possible. This is a world that would be resetting after we leave." 

"Reset the world? What do you mean, Your Majesty?" asked Demigod Shen Ling. 

"Because this bastard ate the heavenly wills of this star sooner or later it would die. Before it dies we 

would have to reset the world to repair it. Repairing means replacing the heavenly wills that are eaten, 

reversing the ruined state of the human realm and the time itself would rewind. Everyone in it would 

rewind their time and this world would start a new life. 

But when that happens those who are in it would be affected as well. Though those who had changed 

their fates like Ou Ya, Lin Ye, and the others like the Lou Clan and Feng Clan, it would rewind to the state 

where it was changed. The fact that Ou Ya had returned to the Ou Clan would remain and Lin Ye 

becoming the Young Lord of his sect would also be the same as before." explained Ye Xiajie. 

Then he glanced at the three Emperors that wanted to escape from the corner of his eyes. 

"There is also one unchangeable thing." 

A black ball of flames appeared on the top of his palms and waved it towards the mythical emperors of 

the Upper Realm. It even split into three and flew towards the Emperors. In the first place, these godly 

beasts are nothing in the eyes of Ye Xiajie, Xia Jieye, and Xue Hua. 

"RUUUNNN!!!" 

"No, I don't want to die!" 

"Please spare us, Immortals!!!" 

But the Ghost King and the God of Void watch them with an apathetic gaze, they look like they were 

already staring at dead beings. They have always been merciless towards those who gave a bad look 



towards their wife. Watching the Mythical Creatures burnt alive within the black flames only tormented 

screams spread in the area. It wasn't the same scream as what humans do but a beastly scream of a 

tiger, dragon, and bird. The world trembles under their screams. Those who are weaker suffer the 

feeling of their head throbbing until it explodes. Lou Ming and his elders from both the Lou and Feng 

Clan died with their heads exploding due to the strong sound waves. 

Before his head explodes, Lou Ming's happiness in marrying his first wife and bringing his two sons to 

this world flashes in his mind. He smiled wryly as he gently stared at his two sons wanting to reach out 

and hug them for the last time. Sadly, he wasn't given that opportunity and he died instantly like the 

others. 

Lou Lan and Feng Hou were the chosen children by the heavenly will of this world but now that even 

heaven itself was eaten there is now nothing that could protect them. Their ending is not much different 

than Lou Ming and the others. 

Ou Ya and the others were covering their ears but a lotus-shaped barrier surrounds their whole being 

protecting them securely inside. This is the amulet effect Xue Hua had given to them: it would be able to 

block life-threatening situations as much as the petals exist. That one soundwave attack caused a single 

petal now their lotus amulet only has 7 more petals left. They would be safe for 7 more times. 

Among the group, the only ones unaffected are Xia Jieye who was covering the ears of his wife, Xue Hua 

who already has his eyes closed asleep, and Ye Xiajie who now looks fierce as he was pissed off so much. 

The Fox God protected his wife, Xue Yan, and his amulet was not activated because of it. 

Xie Jieye scolded himself, "What are you still waiting for? You want to wake up our wife!? Cleanly kill 

those beasts off." 

"Do not order me around," retorted Ye Xiajie with a single wave of his hand as the hell flames that 

covered the three emperors turned hotter. It only took a few minutes before they no longer exist in this 

world. 

"Too noisy.. What would you do if you wake up my consort!" said Ye Xiajie before the three could even 

beg they had perished slowly but surely. 

 


